Nowadays, with the fast development of social medi a, the instant financial news can be quickly spread over the Internet and consequently results in the strong vibration of s tock market within a short period of time. To capture the effect of fi nancial news, various classification algorithms are proposed in financial data mi ning domain. Unfortunately, it has been shown that the positive news might not nec essarily drive up the stock price. It is believed that there must exist some underlying events, called anchor events in this paper, which drive the stock market up or down. Therefore, this paper proposed the classification should be performed not only based on the textual features of financial news, but also the s emantic distanc e between the tes ting set of news and the set of news of anc hor events. Accordingly, such semantic distanc e is measured as deviated expectation calculated based on the distanc e between two set of extrac ted topics. The propos ed method involves two steps, i.e., calculating whether the testing news is consistent with anc hor events or not, and calculating how far the testing news is from the anchor ev ents. We then evaluate our method as well as the state-of-the-art classification algorithms on some real data sets. The promising experimental results have demonstrated that the propos ed method is superior to the state-of-the-art classification algorithms in terms of classification accuracy.
INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, with the fast development of social med ia such as Weibo and Twitter, the effect of financial news could be great ly amp lified and consequently results in the strong vibration in stock ma rket. It is therefore important to pred ict whether these breaking news are positive or not. However, aforementioned task is a non-trivial one. Based on the analysis performed on the historical data, there are several difficu lties which invalidate most of existing text classifiers. First, breaking news classified as positive sometimes still co-occur with stock price decline, and vice versa. This contradicts with our intuitive assumption that positive news should make stock price go up. Second, most of existing classifiers simp ly assume that each piece o f news is already associated with one or several stocks. However, such kinds of associations are seldom provided in both the training and testing data set. These difficu lties impose a great challenge to most of existing stock mining algorithms.
In the literature, conventional stock price prediction techniques are generally based on sequential data forecasting algorithms (A. A. Ariyo, A. O. Adewu mi & C. K. Ayo, 2014 , p. 106, G. Rachlin, M. Last, D. Alberg & A. Kandel, 2007 , p. 720, M. Last Y. Klein and A. Kandel. 2000 . However, financial news min ing based techniques focus more on classifying financial te xt and then predict the direction of stock price based on the classification results on text data sets (Vincent & Wuthrich, 1999 , p.174, Mittermayer, 2004 , p.1029 , Wuthrich, Cho, & Leung, 1998 , p.2720 , Chen, & Chen, 2015 , p.227, Girija V Attigeri, Manohara Pai & M M, Radhika, 2015 . Generally, a te xt or news is to be classified into a binary label, i.e., positive or negative, based on their contents (Huang & Yu, 2005, p. 445, Ting Yu , T. Jan, J. Debenham & S. Simoff, 2006 , p.2993 . Positive news is intuitively assumed to play a positive impact on the price of corresponding stocks (Pan, Cheng, & Wu, 2010 , p.271, Chu, Chen, and Cheng, 2012 , p.165, Baohua Wang & Hejiao Huang, 2012 ). According to Lee, H and Lee, A (1995) , the authors have discussed that breaking news will immed iately affect the corresponding stocks' price due to the rapid spread brought by the social media (Yung-Keun Kwon & Byung-Ro Moon, 2007, p.851) . This kind of effect can strongly twist the volatility of certain stocks within a short-term period. Therefo re, it then becomes a hot research topic to classify the breaking news as soon as possible. Tang, Yang and Zhou (2009) utilizes the mining results on financial news and then combine the results to enhance the prediction ability of time-series based approach (Calu m Robertson, Shlo mo Geva & Rodney C. Wolff, 2007 , p.637, Dongsong Z & Lina Zhou, 2004 . Moreover, SVM based approaches are naturally proposed due to the excellent ability of SVM in classifying documents. To train a good classifier, a well labeled training data set is a must. To avoid the great effort in labeling financial news, Kaya and Karsligil (2010) have proposed to automatically label financial news based on the volatility of stocks, then using noun-verb pairs as the features of docu ments to train SVM classifier. At last, the trained SVM is adopted to predict the effect of future news (p.478).
There are also several related approaches which predict the stock risk instead of the direction of stock price. Naïve Bayesian can be combined with KNN algorith m, as proposed by Sanwaliya, Shanker, and Misra (2012) , to classify the risk level of each piece of news (p.921); however, their risk level is roughly defined. Pan, Cheng, and Wu (2010) argued that risk is brought by some critical terms instead of news itself (p.271). Accordingly, they have decomposed the news document into a set of key words, and have filtered out some lo w-frequency terms as they are assumed not to contribute to the risk prediction. Then, the effect of each term on the set of stocks is modeled using random walk model. The stable status of the model is then used for predicting the risk of testing news. However, the major drawback of this work lies in that, the stock price volatility cannot be simply combined with the calculated term risk. Recently, deep learning is also adapted to this challenging issue (Ding, Zhang, & Liu, 2015 , p.2327 . In their work, the relationship among entities, corresponding to a specific stock, and their actions on some other stocks are modeled using tensor model. By train ing the constructed neural network, the short-term network, the mediu m-term network as well as the long-term network are mixed together to predict the changing direction of stock price. However, aforementioned approaches assume that there exists a strictly positive interrelation between news and stock price. Unfortunately, it has been observed that this is not the case. For instance, the released news on June 29, 2015 are considered as an important good news to the stock market of China, but the index of stock ma rket still falls down. Similar observations are plotted in Figure 1 , i.e., both good news and bad news can induce the rise of stock price, and versa v ice. This newly observed relationship contradicts the foundations of most of classification based stock price prediction approaches. This reveals that there must exist some hidden factors which play a more important role than classification. For the phenomenon illustration in Figure 1 , we think that classificat ion should be performed based on the utility of a p iece of news instead of its content.
The utility of a bad news could be positive, and then its effect on stock price is still positive. The utility is the hidden factor which can be modeled as the deviation of users' expectation. The reason is straightforward. To imag ine that for a bear-ma rket, there e xist some "black swan" events which trigger the poor performance of the stock ma rket. If a piece of news, no matter how good it is, is not related to these "black-swan" events, then it will not play a positive effect on the stock price. In this paper, this is called expectation deviation by us. These "blackswan" events are treated as anchor events. Only the future good news is related to these anchor events, then they can be classified as positive, and negative otherwise. Therefore, in the proposed approach, we first determine whether the breaking news is related to the anchor events or not. To judge the breaking news, the latent dirich let allocation (LDA) will be performed on both the news set of anchor events and the testing news set (Hoffman, Blei, & Bach, 2010, p.856 . If the topic extracted can match with each other, then we consider the testing news set is related to anchor events. Then, a binary classification task will be performed only on the related news set. At last, the positive related news set is considered to be able to drive up stock price.
The remaining of our paper is organized as follows. Section 2 formu lates the problem and the proposed approach is illustrated in Section 3. Experimental evaluation is perfo rmed in Sect ion 4 and we conclude the paper in Section 5.
PROBLEM FORMULATION
Let ORI_ NEWS denote the set of news containing anchor events, T denote a piece of news to be classified. To classify whether a piece o f news is positive or not, we need to build a bag of words illustrating the semantic tendency of the news. Conventionally, se mantic analysis is perfo rmed using certain natural language processing techniques. In this paper, we build such bag of words using terms with explicit preference such as "crisis", "increase" and "decrease" to avoid the computation complexity. For the se mantic analysis of news, users can adopt any technique to further imp rove the model performance. C denote the class label of the news, it takes value 1 as positive and 0 as negative. If C=1, then the corresponding stock price is assume to go up. Note that C is classified based on the proposed utility. And utility is defined in this paper as the deviated expectation of the news. To measure expectation, the topic of the news about anchor events is assumed as expectation, i.e., anchor topic. The topic ext racted for testing set of news is considered as general news topic. The difference between news topics and anchor topic is considered as deviated expectation. If the overlap between news topic and anchor topic is greater than a predefined threshold, then we consider it consistent with expectation. Then, this testing set of news is to be classified. If C=1, then stock price rises.
PROPOSED DEVIATED EXPECTATION BASED NEWS CLASSIFICATION METHOD

FILTERING NEWS SET AND PREPARATION
As aforementioned, we assume that the association relationship between news and stock is unknown. Therefore, a set of news for each day will be extracted instead of one specific piece of breaking news. First, we manually identify several events which can greatly affect the stock ma rket. Then, this set of news could be quite huge, e.g., containing several hundreds of news per day. However, only a small part of such news is important news. If d irectly extract topics out of this set of news, the important topics might be overwhelmed by a lot of trivial topics. To avoid this, we first adopt K-means algorithm to perform clustering on this set of news. As the breaking news is generally more important than the rest news, it will appear several times within a short period time. And the rest news is trivial and its semantic meanings are more d iverse. By clustering this set of news, important news having repeated content and thus is more likely to be grouped within one or several clusters. However, the rest trivial news is less likely to be grouped together. By empirically setting a small M, only the first M clusters out of K clusters will be kept for the following experiments and the rest clusters will be removed. The K-means clustering algorith m will not be illustrated in this paper.
DEVIATED EXPECTATION CALCULATION
EXTRACTING NEWS TO PICS
We assume the topic o f news as the expectation. To calculate the topic, it is natural to choose LDA algorithm, written as
where T denote the set of news, K denote the set of topic, denote parameter of the topic distribution over T, denote topic distribution in news t ,
, denote the topic of the n-th term in news t, , denote the n-th term in news, denote the parameter of term distribution over all topics, denote term distribution in the k-th topic, denote the total number of terms in news t. We have ~dirichlet( ), and ~dirichlet ( ). For any topic, we have ,~p � , � � , and for any term, we have ,~ p� , � , � . To resolve the LDA formulation, we adopted Gipps sampling method.
CALCULATING DEVIATED EXPECTATIO N
If topics extracted fro m anchor events are consistent with topics extracted fro m the testing set of news, then they are considered as consistent expectation. To determine whether the two topics are consistent or not, we proposed to calculate their similarity based on cosine similarity metric, written as
where _ is the filtered set of news about anchor events, T is the calculated topics of the testing set of news, ||.|| denote the number of that term. We then define a threshold, if the similarity is greater than this threshold, then the two topics are considered as consistent, the corresponding formulation is written as
where I(T) is the indicator function, if I(T)=1, then the topics of testing set of news is consistent with the expectation extracted from anchor events.
DEVIATED EXPECTATION BASED CLASSIFICATION
After acquiring the consistent topics of testing set of news, we need to measure the distance of each piece of testing news from the news set of anchor events, and this distance is called deviated expectation. It is impossible to directly calculate such deviation. Ho wever, the consistent news is thought to be related to anchor events. We can sum up the tendency extent of each term in the news, and calculate the difference between their summed tendencies as the deviated expectation, given as
where ( _ ) is the degree of positive or negative tendency of the news set of anchor events, ( ) is the degree of positive or negative tendency of the testing news set. ( ) can be calculated as
where | + | denote the number of positive terms in news set T, | − | denote the number of negative terms in T, + and denote the i-th positive term and its weight, − and denote the j-th negative term and its weight, respectively. Similarly, fo r the news set of anchor events, we can calculate its tendency as
The notation is the same as Equation 3.
With the deviated expectation calculated according to Equation 4-6, the classification of the testing news is proposed as
where C is the class label, F() is calculated using Equation 4, and n is the number of consistent news with anchor events in testing news set, which is defined as
where I() is calcu lated using Equation 3 measuring whether the testing news is consistent with anchor events or not. F() is the deviation wh ich can be negative or positive. Therefo re only if both I() and F() are negative or positive, this testing news will drive up the price of the corresponding stocks.
EXPERIMENTS
To evaluate the performance of the proposed approach, we have carefu lly performed rigorous experiments on extracted news data sets and stock price set of Chinese stock ma rket. The state-of-the-art text classificat ion algorith ms are also imp le mented by us on these data sets for performance co mparison, which are KNN, native Bayesian and SVM.
To prepare the data sets, we have crawled news fro m Sina 7˟24, Sina Financial and Phoenix Financial, fro m March 2014 to August 2016. In this collected data set, we have over 200,000 news data. The statistics of this data set is reported in Table 1 . The corresponding stock price is also collected for the same period of time. The collected set of news for each day is treated as the daily set of news. This daily set of news may contain news of abnormal events. These abnormal events are considered as anchor events. To automatically find these anchor events, we utilize the co-current vibration of stock price and news. Therefore, we set a threshold, e.g., 5%. If the ma rket index is greater than this threshold, then the daily set of previous day is considered to trigger this abnormal p rice v ibration. Note that previous day stands for the period after 15:00 of previous day till 9:30 of current day. News collected in this period is considered to be able to affect the open price of current day. For this news set, we filtered out 9 abnormal sub set of anchor events. However, for the extraction of testing set of news, we screen out abnormal events after each anchor event using the same method. Accordingly, we have 29 sub testing sets of news. The nu mber of filtered anchor events and testing set of news is reported in For stock price prediction, if the close price of current day is higher than that of prev ious day, then we consider it as a positive one. The evaluation Table 2 . Extracted sub set of anchor and testing news criterion adopted in the experiments is the accuracy as we already filtered out both anchor events and testing news set, and thus the general recall will not be used for evaluation.
Anchor news
Number of testing set Anchor News 1 3 Anchor News 2 3 Anchor News 3 3 Anchor News 4 4 Anchor News 5 2 Anchor news 6 5 Anchor News 7 3 Anchor News 8 3 Anchor News 9 3
Effect of Number of Topics
We first evaluate how the number of topics of LDA affects the expectation extracted for news. In this experiment, we set the nu mber o f topics as 3, 6 and 8, respectively. Then, the topics extracted by LDA algorith m is reported in Figure 2 , Figure 3 and Figure 4 , respectively. The x-axis in the figures represents different topics, while y -axis represents the topic distribution in the news. From figure 2, it is well noticed that all topics are contained in each piece of news, which indicates that the 3-topic clustering cannot discriminate the importance of different news. For the 6-topic clustering results, as shown in Figure 3 , although each news contains one different topic, it still contains the rest topics. Therefore, both 3 and 6 topics clustering results are not satisfying. When the number of topics is set to 8, we can observe from the Figure 4 that, each piece of news only contains few different topics and each contained topic is main ly distributed in that news rather than the rest news. Moreover, topics contained in d ifferent news have less overlapping part. This indicates that when the number of topics equals to 8, the corresponding clustering results can well separate different news wh ich facilitates to filter out the triv ial news. In the rest of experiments, the number of topics is fixed to 8. 
EVALUATION ON THE PROPOSED METHOD
For the testing set of news, although we have filtered part of triv ial news as mentioned in Section 4.1, the testing set of news still contains some inconsistent news with the anchor events. To determine whether a piece of news can match with the corresponding anchor event or not, we calculate the consistency of each piece of news with the supposed anchors using Formulation 3. The corresponding results are listed in Table 3 . Fro m this table, it can be seen that only a small fraction of the
Testing Set of News Percentage of matching
Testing set 1 33.3%
Testing set 2 54.5%
Testing set 3 26.6%
Testing set 4 22.2% Only the matched news will be assigned with a positive sign which will be used for the prediction of stock price.
We then calculate the deviated expectation for each piece of matched news using Formulation 4-6.
The corresponding results are reported in Table 4 . In this table, the second column is the percentage of news whose deviated expectation is positive, whereas the last column is the percentage of news whose deviated expectation is negative. It is obvious that not every news is positively related to the anchor event. Table 5 , it can be seen that our proposed method work well on these four testing sets. Then, we implemented the state-of-the-art classification methods directly on these data sets and compared with ours. The comparison results are reported in Table 6 and Figure 5 , respectively. Table 6 reports the classification accuracy of various classification algorith ms as well as ours on the testing sets of news corresponding to each set of anchor news. It is well observed that the proposed method is superior to the state-of-the-art classifiers like SVM, KNN and NB. The average accuracy of our method is much better than that of these three classificat ion algorith ms. The reason is that the proposed method is performed by not only the content of news but also how close the news is fro m the abnormal events. However, the conventional classifiers rely mo re on the content of the news. It is also noticed that SVM is superior to both KNN and NB wh ich is consistent with the common knowledge that SVM is one of the most powerful classifiers. Figure 5 gives a more intuit ive way to evaluate all these classification algorith ms. The purple bar is the classification results of our method and it is obvious that the accuracy of our method is much higher than that of other classifiers. Fro m the experiments, we can conclude that classification should be performed based on not only the features of text, but also the utility of text. The utility can be defined case by case. In our situation, the utility is defined as how far the testing news is semantically fro m the anchor events, i.e., deviated expectation. Fro m the pro mising results, we have validated the effectiveness of the proposed method when compared with the state-of-the-art classification algorithms.
CONCLUSION
W ith the fast development of social media, breaking news is now play ing a critical role in affecting stock market. Due to the poor performance of conventional feature based classification algorith ms, we proposed to classify not only based on the content of news, but also the semantic d istance between testing news and anchor events. We then model such semantic distance as deviated expectation. The deviated expectation is first represented by topics of the news and the corresponding formula is proposed to calculate the similarity between two extracted topic sets. We evaluate the proposed method as well as the state-of-the-art classification algorith ms on some real data sets. The promising results demonstrate that the proposed method outperforms the stat-of-the-art classification algorithms in terms of accuracy. 
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